CERTIFIED through Crossfields Institute regulated by OFQUAL
AFFORDABLE - earn your living and
training fees at your work placement
COMPREHENSIVE - all you need to
become a professional farmer /
gardener
HOLISTIC - exploring beyond agriculture
and materialism
INDIVIDUAL - you choose your work
placement and create a unique portfolio
ORGANISED - training guidance and
detailed programs are provided
PROFESSIONAL - over 20 years training
experience and accredited since 2010
REGENERATIVE - for a future where
earth and man can live in harmony
TEACHING - in field and classroom
UNIQUE - first certified level 3 training
in renewable/biodynamic/organic field

Biodynamic
Agricultural College

Biodynamic
Agricultural College

work & learn
at
farm & college

apprentice-style
training

www.bdacollege.org.uk
kailogo@gmail.com

certified diploma
in Biodynamic Farming
and Gardening

work based training
WORK alongside experienced farmers
and gardeners
LEARN to care for healthy soil, plants,
animals and environment

farming and gardening
The living world offers abundance
when met with

skills, knowledge and passion.

DEVELOP sensory skills to understand
the living world

We need to develop our understanding of
how to treat the soil, plant, animal and
environment with sensitivity

RESEARCH knowledge that relates to
your experience

A collaborative approach to nature leads to
AGRI- and HORTI-CULTURE

MANAGE a small holding or part of a
farm
INSPIRE yourself through new
experiences
CONNECT to fellow students across the
UK during many seminars, building
lasting friendships and networks
CREATE a portfolio that reflects your
gained skills and knowledge
RECEIVE Crossfields Institute Level 3
Diploma in Biodynamic Farming and
Gardening a regulated certification,
that can support your future
educational and professional career.

We believe, as humans we are part of the
world and have to rediscover how to live in
harmony with nature. We can develop
side by side without exploitation. The
biodynamic and organic approach are
seeking new ways to regenerate and

develop together.

The way we produce food and feed
ourselves can also lead to a healthy and
happy life, abundance in diversity, vibrant
communities and a clean environment.

It’s our choice…

feed the world
If you long to make a diﬀerence in the
world…
We teach you SKILLS to grow food and
look after our planet sustainably.
We oﬀer you sense-experiences touching
your HEART.
We challenge your THINKING to become
imaginative.

feed yourself

